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The Brain's Innate Ari hmetic 

HIS BOOK ASKS A CENTRAL QUESTION: What is the cognitive structure 
of sophisticated mathematical ideas? What are t e simplest mathemati

al ideas, and how do we build on them and extend th m to develop complex 
athematical ideas: the laws of arithmetic, set theory, ogic, trigonometry, cal

ulus, complex numbers, and various forms of infinit -transfinite numbers, 
finitesimals, limits, and so on? Let us begin with th most fundamental as

:pects of number and arithmetic, the part we are all bor with. 

Number Discrimination by Ba ies 

The very idea that babies have mathematical capacities . s startling. Mathemat
~ics is usually thought of as_ something inherently diffic It that has to be taught 
with homework and exercises. Yet we come into life repared to do at least 
some rudimentary form of arithmetic. Recent research has shown that babies 
. have the following numerical abilities: 

1. At three or four days, a baby can discriminate be ween collections of 
two and three items (Antell & Keating, 1983). Und r certain conditions, 
infants can even distinguish three items from fo r (Strauss & Curtis, 
1981; van Loosbroek & Smitsman, 1990). 

2. By four and a half months, a baby "can tell" that one plus one is two 
and that two minus one is one (Wynn, 1992a). 

3. A little later, infants "can tell" that two plus one is three and that three 
minus one is two (Wynn, 1995). 
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4. These abilities are not restricted to visual arrays. B bies can also dis
criminate numbers of sounds. At three or four da s, a baby can dis
criminate between sounds of two or three syllab es (Bijeljac-Babic, 
Bertoncini, & Mehler, 1991). 

5. And at about seven months, babies can recognize th numerical equiv
alence between arrays of objects and drumbeats of the same number 
(Starkey, Spelke, & Gelman, 1990). 

How do we know that babies can make these numerica distinctions? Here is 
one of the now-classic experimental procedures (Stark y & Cooper, 1980): 
Slides were projected on a screen in front of babies sitting n their mother's lap. 
The time a baby spent looking at each slide before turni g away was carefully 
monitored. When the baby started looking elsewhere, a ew slide appeared on 
the screen. At first, the slides contained two large black d ts. During the trials, 
the baby was shown the same numbers of dots, though s parated horizontally 
by different distances. After a while, the baby would star looking at the slides 
for shorter and shorter periods of time. This is technical y called habituation; 
nontechnically, the baby got bored. 

The slides were then changed without warning to thre black dots. Immedi
ately the baby started to stare longer, exhibiting what psy ologists call a longer 
fixation time. The consistent difference of :fixation times nforms psychologists 
that the baby could tell the difference between two and t ree dots. The experi
ment was repeated with the three dots first, then the two ots. The results were 
the same. These experiments were first tried with babies etween four and five 
months of age, but later it was shown that newborn babi s at three or four days 
showed the same results (Antell & Keating, 1983). The e findings have been 
replicated not just with dots but with slides showing obje ts of different shapes, 

·sizes, and alignments (Strauss & Curtis, 1981 ). Such exp riments suggest that 
the ability to distinguish small numbers is present in ne borns, and thus that 
there is at least some innate numerical capacity. 

The ability to do the simplest arithmetic was esta lished using similar 
habituation techniques. Babies were tested using wha, in the language of 
developmental psychology, is called the violation-of-expe tation paradigm. The 
question asked was this: Would a baby at four and a half months expect, given 
the presence of one object, that the ad'cli.gon of one other object would result in 
the presence of two objects? In the experiment, one pupp tis placed on a stage. 
The stage is then covered by a screen that pops up in fro t of it. Then the baby 
sees someone placing a second identical puppet behind the screen. Then the 
screen is lowered. If there are two puppets there, the b y shows no surprise; 
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Sequence of events: 1 + 1 = 1 or 2 

Then either: (a) Possible Outcome 
/ 

~~ 
Or 

4. Hand leaves empty 

~ 
(b} lmpo sible Outcome 

Sequence of events: 2 - 1 = 1 or 2 

1. Objects placed in case 2. Screen comes up 

~~ 
Then either: (a) Possible Outcome Or (b) lmpo ible Outcome 

FIG:tJRE 1.1 A usual design for studying the arithmet c capabilities of in
fants (Wynn, 1992a). These studies indicate that infan s as young as four
and-a-half months old have a primitive form of arit etic. They react 
normally to events in which 1 puppet + 1 puppet = 2 p ppets or in which 
2 puppets - 1 puppet= 1 puppet. But they exhibit star led reactions (e.g., 
systematically longer staring) for impossible outcomes in which 1 puppet 
+ 1 puppet = 1 puppet or in which 2 puppets - 1 puppe = 2 puppets. 
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) 1 it doesn't look at the stage any longer than ot erwise. If there is only 
•. ppet, the baby looks at the stage for a longer ti e. Presumably, the rea-

that the baby expected two puppets, not one, to e there. Similarly, the 
:stares longer at the stage if three puppets are there hen the screen is low
The conclusion is that the baby can tell that one lus one is supposed to 

· o, not one or three (see Figure 1.1). 
ilar experiments started with two puppets bei g placed on-stage, the 

.\. n popping up to cover them, and then one puppet being visibly removed 
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from behind the screen. The screen was then lowered. If ther was only one pup
pet there,· the babies showed no surprise; that is, they didn' · look at the screen 
for any longer time. But if there were still two puppets on the stage after one 
had apparently been removed, the babies stared at the stag for a longer time. 
They presumably knew that two minus one is supposed to eave one, and they 
were surprised when it left two. Similarly, babies at six m nths expected that 
two plus one would be three and that three minus one wo ld be two. In order 
to show that this was not an expectation based merely on the location of the 
puppets, the same experiment was replicated with puppets moving on turnta
bles, with the same results (Koechlin, Dehaene, &. Mehler 1997), These find
ings suggest that babies use mechanisms more abstract tha object location. 

Finally, to show that this result had to do with abstract umber and not par- , 
ticular objects, other experimenters had the puppets chang to balls behind the ,\ 
screen. When two balls appeared instead of two puppets, fo r- and five-month- 1 
olds (unlike older infants) manifested no surprise, no addi 'onal staring at the t 
stage. But when one ball or three balls appeared where two were expected, the '.\ 
babies did stare longer, indicating surprise (Simon, Hespo , & Rochat, 1995). 
The conclusion was that only number, not object identity, attered. 

In sum, newborn babies have the ability to discern the n ber of discrete, sep
arate arrays of objects in space and the number of sounds p duced sequentially 
(up to three or four). And at about five months they can dist nguish correct from 
incorrect addition and subtraction of objects in space, for ve small numbers. 

The evidence that babies have these abilities is robust, ut many questions 
remain open. What exactly are the mechanisms-neuroph siological, psycho
logical, and others-underlying these abilities? What are t e exact situational 
conditions under which these abilities can be confirmed e erimentally? When 
an infant's expectations are violated in such experiments, xactly what expec
tation is being violated? How do these abilities relate to her developmental 
processes? And so on. 

The experimental results to date do not give a complete p cture. For example, 
there is no clear-cut evidence that infants have a notion of rder before the age 
of fifteen months. If they indeed lack the concept of order efore this age, this 
would suggest that infants can do what they do without realizing that, say, 
three is larger than two or that two is larger than one (Deh ene, 1997). In other 
words, it is conceivable that babies make the distinctions t ey make, but with
out a rudimentary concept of order. If so, when, exactly, do order emerge from 
the rudiments of baby arithmetic-and how? 

Despite the evidence discussed, experimenters do not ecessarily agree on 
how to answer these questions and how to interpret many of the findings. The 


